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GENERAL: 
As with Level 1, listening and singing the songs that the students
are learning on the computer program really facilitate their learning
process.  Of course, any of the other activities can be used in subjects
other than the ones indicated.

At this time, the finger colors should be becoming quite internalized, so
when listening or singing the songs keep tapping or trying to tap the 
appropriately colored fingers when possible.  This begins the process of
combining the skills necessary to play the piano. 

Also encourage the students to use both hands simultaneously when tapping,
not just use their primary hand.  If that still seems difficult, have them 
use one hand at a time, but always have them do the activity with each hand. 

And again, be creative.  If you look at an activity and think “Hmmm.....I know
something that would be a good thing to do for learning or improving this
skill...”, go ahead and do it!  I really appreciate your ideas!

For those of you who want to know more.......
The channel with all the playlists regarding the Anybody Can Play PIANO app 
can be found on YouTube simply by searching “karla hastings crossett”. 
The website is:  www.anybodycanplay.com 
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My Colorful Hands
GENERAL: LEVEL 1 +
APPROPRIATE FOR “START UP TIME” IN ANY CLASS

The Anybody Can Play PIANO program parallels language development.

One of the first things we do is move, then speak, then move our voice 
around (maybe actually sing??), then sing and move with the words 
at the same time.

In any class it would be most helpful for these students’ piano study to sing, 
tap, move in all sorts of ways using the songs they are going to learn 
to play on the piano.

Since our “piano” fingers are color coded to facilitate playing hands together 
in parallel, singing can incorporate words or colors and appropriately colored 
fingers can tap on a table, on the ground, move in the air......

If, as a teacher, you do not feel comfortable singing, there are videos on 
YouTube of the first 6 songs in words and colors....don’t need to watch...
audio is sufficient.  The first 6 songs are listed in order in left margin.

This link takes you to the Playlist of all the Anybody Can Play PIANO songs 
that are on YouTube.  Just pick and choose.  

Tick Tock
Rain Rain Go Away
Hot Cross Buns
Fluttering Butterflies
I Like Summer
Busy Buzzy Bumblebee
plus
Jingle Bells

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLUbKtGhJ5Y_Wt0mzgMuCaEi_O1b6r1MFC

Rather than typing in this long URL, it may be easier just to 
 go to youtube.com 
  in “Search”, type “karla hastings crossett” 
    Click on the “Karla” name and you will go to the Playlist page.
    Playlist name: Child Activity: Songs to Sing
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Step 3Step 3
Anybody Can Play PIANO Program

Anybody Can Play PIANO
Preschool Program
Coordinator
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